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AN El@IRICAL ~DEL OF -OGEWEWS SHOCK

IMTIATIONOP TNE KPU)SIVE 9@k

by

Charles L. Mader

A~ACT

An ~irical mdel that permits numerical reproductionof the gross
feature- of the shock initiationof the hetero~neoum explosive ~ in
a one-dinmsional hydrodynamiccode is described. The model 1s calibrated
using available experimentaldata.

IxrI?loDmTIca

The obJective of this study was to empirically

reproduce,using ● one-di~nsional hydrodynamicmod-

el, the gross featureiiof nhock initiationof the

heterogeneousexplosive ~ok.

A heterogeneousexploai= ie one that has voids

or denmity discontinuitiesthat cauee irregularities

of the IMOS flow when shocked. The heterogeneous

explosive Is initiatedby the local hot spots for~d

in it by shock interactionswith density di8continu-

ities. When a shock wave interactswith the density

discontinuities,producing n~roua local hot spots

thatqlo& but do not prope@,e, energ is re-

~ -Ich dmmgtbene tbe shock no that, when it

interactswith additional Inhcxmgeneltlea,hlgher-

teq?eraturehot spots are formed and mre of the ex-

plosive 16 decomposed. The shock wave grows strong-

er and stronger, releasing mre and more energy, un-

til it becomes strong enough to produce propagating

detonation. Most explosives of practical interest

are heterogeneous.

The heterogeneousshock initiationudel wan

first clearly confirmed experirmmtallyby Campbell,

Davis, Rarnay, and Travia.
1

The baeic two-dimen-
,

sional processes involved in the shock initiation

of heterogeneousexplosive6have been numerically

deacrlbed.2-6 The resulting mdel 10 called the

two-di~nsional hydrodynamichot spot. The remain-

ing numericalproblem is to study the interaction

of a shock vith a three-dimen6ionelmatrix of holes.

The numerical solution of this problem must ewait

developmentof computers several orders of msgnitude

faater and larger than those available in the late

sixties.

The engineeringrequirement is for a model that

will nunssricallyreproduce the experimentallyob-

served shock initiationbehavior of explosives in a

one-dimensionalnumerical hydrodynamiccode. A one-

dimensionalhomogeneous tmdel cannot be satisfactory,

as is discussed in Ref. 3.

One can introduce the multidiunsional behavior

of the flov into a hydrodynamiccalculation. The

behavior of the shock front can be closely approxi-

mated by the Heterogeneous-Sharp-Shock-Pertiel-Re-

action-sum (HSSPRB) amdel.

The behavior behind the shock front has been

studied for over 10 years. As described inRef. 3,

Marshall (then Gittings),Craig, and Campbell in the

early 1*’s studied the contributionof shocked,

but not detonating, $& to the velocity of metel

plates. It was apparent at that time that consider-

able decompositionof $04 occurred, releasing energy

that was available to push plates. The first experi-

mentaliststo report observationsof the nature of

this decompositionvere Dremin and Koldunov.? Using

electromagnetictechniquesto study the perticle ve-

locities aa a function of time, they observed that

the particle velocity increaaedwith time behind, es

1

—



well as at, the shock front and observed velocity

humps that roved so slowly that they did not catch up

with the shock front until after complete decomposi-

tion had occurred there. We call this process “Drem-

in burn.”

Recent studies of the Dremin burn process by
9crai.gand Marshalla and by Kennedy have provided a

rore detailed descriptionof the process in ~.

They have observed that 9404 shocked to low pressures

(-.30kbar), and too thin to result in propagating det-

onation, does not decompose appreciablyuntil about

half n microsecondafter the shock haa peaaed through

the explosive. The decompositionof the laat half

centimeterof explosivebefore the distance to det-

onation is reached proceeds rapidly after the initial

delay. The rest of the explosiva decomposesrmx’e

slowly. Su$h complicatedbehavior is difficult to

reproduce numericallywith any of the usual presaure-

or temperature-dependentdecompositionexpressions.

We t.avetried to approximatethe observed Dremin

burn behavior behind the shock front with an empiri-

cal.,zero-order,decompositionrate law with the de-

compositionrate being space-dependentupon the ini-

tial distance to propagating detonation and the burn

being permitted to occur only after empiricallyin-

troduced time delays. The resulting mdel is a typ-

ical example of brute-force numerical engineering.

Properly calibrated,the HSSFRB and the Drem.in

burn mdels can be used to reproduce in a one-dimen-

sional numerical hydrodynamiccode the gross features

of the heterogeneousshock Initiationof the explo-

sive 9404 for several interestingcases. Properly

recalibrated,the model ia expected to be useful for

describing the shack initiationbehavior of other

heterogeneousexplosives.

THE MODEIS

The “experimental”heterogeneousshock initia-

tion of 9404 was described in Ref. 3. The HOM awa-

tion of state2’10 was used to calculatethe Hugoniots

for partially reacted $& using the aquation-of-
11

state parameters given in Table I. Ramaay’a un-

reacted equation of state, U = o.*23 + 1.883U

(where U8 is shock velocity~d U
P

is particle veloc-
P

fty in cIII/IAsec),was used to describe the unreacted

$04, andthe BKW equation ofstate12wa6 uaedto

describe the 9404 detonation products.

The conqwtadpartial.lyraacted HOMHugoniots

and RtMISSy’b experl.m~ntdreectiva Hugoniot, Us =

2

TABIE I

$& HOM Equation-of-Stateand Input Parameters

c

s

F6

Ga

H8

Is

Js

Y8

Cv

V.

a

Y.

P

PLAP

A

B

c

D

E

+2.423000cxJOOOE-01

+1.88mOooomE+oo

-9.041.87222042E+cm

-7.1318525d+35E+Ol

-1.25204$Y19360E+02

-9.20424177603E+01

-2.21893925727E+01

+6.75tmmoo00E-ol

+k.COOOOOfMOOOE-01

+5.422w3@2kllt-01

+5.00C0OOQOOOOE-05

+1.2000000CKIOOE-02

+4.78wXX200CX)E-02

+5.0000OOO~OE-02

-3.539i%25~E+O0

-2.577375$J3393E+W

+2.60075423332E-01

+1.39083578508E-02

-1.1396X12h75E-02

K

L

M

N

o

Q

R

s

‘1!

u

c;

z

%

5
PPA

PPB

‘CJ

‘PCJ

-L61g13&l133E+o0

+5.215185~192E-01

+6.775065941O7E-02

+Jt.26524+264691E-03

+1.04679999502E-04

+7.36422919750E+C0

-4.g$5822238@-01

+2.~353060$lE-02

+3.x277k0221$&02

-1.14532h#@36E-02

+5.oWOOOOOOOOE-01

+1.0000oOOOOOOE-01

+2.46(xloooOOOoE-ol

+2.530000000WE+O0

-5.k)56j700cmoE+cQ

-1.568639XWOE+O0

+8.8tkxl~E -01

+2.2155CQOOO03E-01

Aluminum, Plexiglas, and Brasa Input Parameters

Aluminum Plexiglas Brass

2.785 1..I.8 G
00
c 0.535 0.2k32 0.3726

s 1.35 1.5785 1.454

Y 1.70 1.0 1.87

Cv 0.22 0.35 0.09

2.4 X 10-5 1.0 x 10
-4

a 2.053x 10-5

SpellA 0.0714

USP 0.250

Y. 0.0055

P 0.23

PUP 0.050

The symbols used for the input parameters ere identi-
cal to those ofRef. 10.

0.246+ 2.53 Up, are shown in Fig. 1. For each state

point on tha experimentalreactive Hugoniot, there

is a correspondingstate point on a partially re-

acted HOM Hugonlot for some degree of reaction.

The “Pop” plot3’13 for ~& is an observed re-

lationshipbetween the Initial experimentalreactive

Iiugonlotpressure, P, end the observed distance of

run to propagating detonation,X. The Pop plot for

9$& La nhown in Fig. 2 and maybe expressedby

lnX= -5.499637 - 1.568639 lnP,

.
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●

VOLUME (C*)

Fig. 1. The HOM ** partially reacted Hugoniots
and the experimentalreactive Hugoniot uned
in the SSSPRB nmdel.

where X is in centimetersand P ifsin megabars.

The similarityauxmg overlappingportions of

the experimentallymeasured shock distance and tin?
I

coordinatesfrom experimentshaving different shock
14

pressures observed by Lindetroro for RDX/Exon and
15

by Craig for $&, TNT, and TATB 8upporte our as-

sumption inRef. 3 that the explosivewill pass

through the same P, X,and me6s fraction (W) state

points at the shock front regardlessof the initial

conditions. If this is true, we can describe the

shock initiationof $& from the Pop plot and the

experimentalpartially reacted Hugoniot. The re-

sulting “experimental.”descriptionof heterogeneous

shock initiationof $& Is shown in Figs. 1 through

4.

As discussed in Ref. 3, it was not possible to

reproduce the experimentallyobserved flow using 8

one-dimensionalhomogeneousburn model. The wlti-

dimensionalbehavior of the flow can be empirically

introducedinto a one-dimensionalhydrodynamiccal-

culation using the HSSPRB model daacribed in the

L~ 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.?, 0.1 0.0

Fig. 3.

OISTANCS km)

The mass fraction of undecomposed ~~ ex-
plosive as a function of distance from the
HSSPRB mdel.

I0.0

5.0 -

I .0 —

Q5 -

0. I —

ass -

ao~m ,
1 I 1 I I

O.m 0.01 0.0s 0.1 05 I .0

PRESSURE (mbarl

?ig. 2. The “Pop” plot for $#$Ok.

Appendix. The HSSFRB smiel as used in the SIN code
10

reproduces the front shock behavior shown in Figs. 1

through 4. It will not reproduce the Plexiglas

free-surfacevelocities for Plexiglas platea driven

by shocked, but not detonating, $& observed by

Craig and Marshall.
8

The additional energy received

by the Plexiglas plates requires the introduction

of en additionalburn mechanism. We can approximate

the ob8erved Plexiglas free-surfacevelocities if

the e8pirical, ~ro-order, Dremin burn rate law,

: = -K@) ,

is introduced into tho calculation;if the Dremin

I I I I I

O.* —

z

+ ~,, -

IJ

Lj

3 0.6 —
9
~

%
057

OISTANCZ (cm)

Fig. 4. The shock velocity of the
active shock in $& from

front of the re-
the RSSFRB model.
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burn constant,~, is a function of the lnitlaldis-

tance of run to propagatingdetonation,X,

~=o.2247-o.0449(X) ,

~=2.0ifxc O.55,

~.o.oifx>5.o;

and if’the burn is started from 0.1 to 0.5 ysec after

the shock arrives at en X of 0.55 or at an inert in-

terface. The constants given are the result of at-

tempting to numericallyreproduce the available ex-

perimental data on ~ being shocked at between 10

and 63 kbsr and at distances to detonation (X) of 5

to 0.33 cm. Individual experimentscan be better re-

produced if the parameters are calibrated to each of

them. It is necessary to change the time at which to

atsrt the burn for the varioua ayateme studied, ap-

parently dependingupon whether the explosive re-

ceives a shock or a rarefactionduring the interval

before appreciableDremln burn occurs.

Figure 5 shows the calculatedpressure-distance

and msas-fraction-distanceprofiles for 9t04 initial-

ly shocked to 50 kbar with the SSSFRB model alone,

and Fig. 6 shows the calculatedprofiles with Drem-

ln burn included. Figure 7 shows the calculated end

experimentalfree-surfacevelocity of a 0.2-cm-thick

Plexiglas plate in contact with 0.250 and O.630 cm

of g+o4 shocked to N kber by an explosive system

consisting of 1.0% cm of Plexiglas,1.143cmof steel,

1.778 cm of polyethylene,2.54 cm of Seratol, and a P-

80 lens. The calculationswere performed with the

Plexiglas singly shocked to 0.022 mbar and a particle

velocity of 0.0s65 cm/Paec. The calculated distance

of run to detonationwaa 1.0 cm. The swothed ex-

perioxmtal data of Craig and Merahall are elao ahown.

The time to Dremin burn the 0.63-cm-thickpiece wee

taken as 0.55 ~sec efter the shock arrived at the

X = 0.55 cm to detonation position. Tha time to

Dremin burn of the 0.25-cm-thickpiece waa taken as

0.20 psec after the shock arrived at the second ex-

plosive-Plexiglasinterface. Figure 8 shows the cal-

culated pressure-distanceand mess fraction-dlstence

profiles for 0.65C-cm-thick9$& shocked to 30 kbar.

Figure gshows the calculated and experimentalfree-

surface velocity of a 0.5-cm-thickPlexiglas plate

in contact with 0.25 cmof $#@ shocked to 63 kbar

by an explosive system consisting of 1.27 CMOf Dural>

1.27 cmof brass, 5.08 cmof Boracitol, and a P-I.20

lens. The calculationswere performed with the Dur-

al singly shocked to 0.0936 mbar and to a particle

velocity of 0.055~6 cm/~aec. The initial interface

velocity was 0.075 cm/ksec. The calculateddistance

of run to detonationwas 0.335 cm. The time to

tiemin burn was taken aa 0.2 Vsec.

Similar calculationswere performed for other

systems, and it waa observed that if the exploalve

thickness exceeded that neceaaery for propagating

detonation,the Dremln burn ti= required to repro-

duce the experimentaldata was shorter (-0.1 Wsec)

than if the explosive thickness was less than nec-

essary for propagating detonation. Also, systems

with higher initial shock pressurea were better de-

scribed if a short (z O.1-Wsec) Drem.inburn was used.

Calculationswere also performed for the short-dura-

tion shocks reported by Gittinga.
16

The rerefactlons

from the rear did catch up with the front before det-

onation occurred, but becauae the mdel will not re-

spond to either shocks or rerefactiona,except in-

directly by use of the Dremin burn time, further nu-

merical engineeringwill be required before failure

end propagation of the detonation can be described.

The Gittinga data should be adequate for calibration

of a mdel that responds to rerefactions.

CONCLUSIONS

An empirical model that permits numerical repro-

duction of some observed features of the shock initi-

ation of the heterogeneousexplosive, $#@, in a one-

dlmensi.onalhydrodymmic code can be described and cal-

ibrated wtth available experimentaldata.

It Is reasonable to conclude that significant

decompoaltionof the explosive occurs in the experi-

mental geometries studied in this report. The decom-

position is a result of complicatedthree-dimenaional

flow and chemical kinetics. Any empirical one-dimen-

sional model of such a complicatedthree-dimensional

process till have limited usefulness end will require

improvementsend recalibrationas additionalexperi-

mental dnta become available.
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of experimentsthat

compositionof +04

A. N. Drem.inof the

similar behavior in

0.4 , I , z I I ,
—— CRAIG AND MARSHALL EXPERIMENTAL OATA

I

— CALCULATE

i 0.S3cm S404

j 0.3 –
/

z

j
/

>
~
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llJ

E

0.25 cm 9404

0.1 I
o 1.0 2.0 3.0

TIME f#SOC)

Fig. 7. The free-surfacevelocity of 0.20-en-thick
Plexiglas plates in contact with 0.25- and
0.63-cm-thickpieces of $& initially
shocked to 30 kbar.
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Fig. 9. The free-surfacevelocity of a 0.5-cm-thick
Plexiglas plate in contact with 0.254 cm of
g@k initiallyshockedto 63 kbar.

THE SHARP-SHOCK

OF THE SIN CODE

The reader

contents of the

fiPPENDIX

AND HSSPNB AND DXEMIN BURN OFTIONS

is assumed to be acquaintedwith the
10

report describing the SIN code.

This appendix is intended as a supplementto LA-YC20.

The Sharp-Shock Burn

The sharp-shockburn option ia suitable for

plane and converging geometry’,but not for diverging

geometry.

A sharp-shockburn burns a cell of explosive af-

ter compressing it by wving the right cell boundary

et C-J particle velocity for an intervel of time de-

termined by the detonation velocity.

The energy of the cell is set equal to the

Hugoniot energy at the compresseddensity. In slab

geometry, the process continues through the explo-

sive at the input detonation velocity. For con-

verging geometry, the increaseddensity resulting

from convergencealso results in an increasedpres-

sure from which one can calculate a new detonation

and particle velocity. These new velocities are

used to compress the next cell.

In practice, the time steps used in the calcu-

lation are one-fourth of the time required to com-

press the cell to C-J density, and four time steps

occur before the cell is burned. When the shock

arrives at a new explosive, the new input Cd deto-

10

nation and particle velocitiesare used to compress

the new explosive. This is useful for explosive

systems such as a Bsratol lens initiatinga higher

performance,slightly underdriven explosive such aa

CompositionB. It will obviously not correctly cal-

culate an overdriven,or aigniflcantlyunderdriven,

detonation. The advantagesof a sharp-shockburn

are that one can obtain excellentTaylor vaves using

a small number of cells to describe multiple layera

of explosives in plane or converging geometry. The

disadvantagesare that it requirea nmre information

and tmre artificial constraint than do the C-J vol-

ume or Arrhenius-burntechniques. The aherp-shock

burn can give incorrectresults for systems in di-

verging geometry (as will the C-J volume burn) and

for systems that are overdrivenor significantly

underdriven. The sharp-shockburn as presently coded

in SIN cannot handle sandwichesof explosives and

inert material.

1? the burn option is set equal to 3 for an ex-

plosive, the explosive is burned using the sharp-

ahock burn procedure. The code assumes that the ex-

plosive is burned from right to left or from large

to smaller J (j = net point of Lagrangian mesh).

The explosivewith the largest j is aasumed to be a

right-boundary piston, with the initial velocity

being the C-J particle velocity and the final ve-

locity being the lowest particle velocity permitted.

Multiple explosive slaba may be calculated if the

explosivesare not overdriven. The burn option of

3 aasums that the llth component card contains the

C-J detonation velocity in columns 55 through 72

and, if the explosive is not that with the lsrgest

J, the C-J perticle velocity in cOlu~a 37 through

54. The sharp-shockburn has been ceded into the

SIN code as follows.

SSE - Used to count the number of time steps. If

equal to 4, the current cell being com-

pressed ia burned.

ICF (Span Flag) - If equal to 3, the cell is be-

ing compressed and ia the next cell to be

burned.

In FIJRWsubroutine

If cell ICF does not equal 3, sk@ burn subroutine

If cell ICF equals 3, then

a. If SSB2<4,

b. IfSSK2 = 4,

preaaure for

aet CP (cell pressure) = P.

set CP equal to HCM Hugoniot

cell volume CV, set CI equal

,



to HOM Hugoniot energy for cell volume, and

set CW equal to zero.

The ICF = 3 flag is mcved to the next cell unless

the next cell IEflNdoes not equal 3; then, SSIK!is

set equal to zero, the sharp-shockburn option ia

void, and the viscosity constant is set equal to 2.O.

The new detonation veloclty,DCJ; particle ve-

locity, UCJ; and time step, At, are calculated from

‘CJ =

‘CJ =

~t =

where

vo[PcJ/(vo-vcJ)]o”5,

[Pm(vo-vcJ)]0”5,

AXfDcJ)o.25 ,

‘CJ
= CP, Vw = CV of cell just burned.

In the general FSIN control routine

1. The CU (cell particle velocity) is set

CJ for front cell right bound-equal to -U

ary if slab geom?try (a = 1).

If a > 1 (cylindricalor spherical geom-

etry), the above method 1s used for the

first 49 cycles. *hen clJj+l= cuj+2
where j+l is front cell right boundary

and 3+2 is next boundary behind j+l.

2. The CI (cell energy) ia not calculated for

the two cells next to the front.

5. The CP (cell pressure) is not calculated

for the cell next to the front.

4. The other variables are calculatedonly

to the cell at the front.

5. The viscosity constant is set equal to

0.01 until all the explosive is burned.

Then it is set equal to 2.0 (in Burn rou-

tine).

6. When the detonationweve arrives at the

interfacebetween explosives, the cell

particle and detonationvelocity are set

equal to input values.

The HOM Equation of State

If IND = 3, calculatesHuf30niotPressure and

energy for input V. Iterates SIX times on IH =
1
~P(Vo-v) andP= PI + $$IH-ll) with p= pl ini-

tially.

The HeterogeneousSharp-shock Partial Reaction Burn

and the Dremin Burn

If the burn option 18 aet equal to 4 for an ex-

plosive, it is burned using the followingHSSPRB and

Dremln-burnprocedure. The features of the shwp-

ahock burn are used with the additional feature that

the shock front ia forced to assu= the behavior pre-

scribed by the experimentallycalibrated, single-

curve, heterogeneousinitiation model. Given the

initial explosive interface velocity,Up, the dis-

tance to full-order detonation ia calculated using

the reactive Hugoniot CR and SR to calculate the

shock velocity,Us.

us = CR +SR(UP) ,

from vhich the pressure on the reactive Hugonlot,

PR, can be calculatedusing

u: - (us)(CR)
PR = .

‘SR)(VO)

The distance to detonation,X, is then calculated

from the Pop plot

lnx= PPA+ (PPB)(logPR) .

The time step is calculated from

&t= (~) 0.25 .
s

The cell is comp~essed for four time cycles using

the initial explosive Interface velocity,U .
P

Given the specific volume, V, of the compressed

cell, we can calculate the reactive Hugoniot pressure

and energy of the cell from

PR =
{(vO-v)

[VO+R(VO-W]2

~=*(PR)(vo-v) .

The only remaining unknown state value is the

awunt of reaction of cell W (mass fraction of un-

decomposed explosive) associatedwith the par”ticulsr

partially reacted Hugonlot that has state points PR,

~, andV. We Iterate, using linear feedback, on W

11



-4
until the HOM pressure is within 5 x 10 of PR.

The cell is then “partiellyburned” by setting the

cell W and energy to the values just calculated.

We then reduce the distance to detonatl.onby

~, and calculate a newPR from the Pop plot equa-

tion, a new shock velocity, a particle velocity, and

a time step. The new (higher)particle velocity 1S

applied for four time cycles, giving ua a new cell

volume, end the calculation is continued as described

above. This procedura is continueduntil the cell

particle velocity i6 equal to the input C-J velocity,

at which time the burn option is set equal to 3 and

the burning is continued as a sharp-shcekburn. The

HSSFRB technique .juetde6cribedwill reproduca the

experimentallyobserved behavior of the 6hock front

initiatinga heterogeneousexplosive.

The Dremtn burn madel is included to try to de-

scribe the behavior behind the shock front. When

the cell ia burned, the distance to propagating det-

onation X ia used to calculate the Drem.inburn con-

stant, ~, using

~=DCA+DCB(X) .

IfXCDBX,~=HDBCO

If X>5.0, ~=0.O.

~ becoma6 a cell constant that is used to burn the

explosive after the time, DB1’IME,has expired, using

~n+l

J 1 1
=W 1.0- (~j)(At) .

J

The Dremin burn time la counted from whenever any

of the followingoptions first occur: x <D13x,

X = 0.0, or an interface ia reached by the shock

wave. If

ing input

Col.

1-18

19-56

37-54

55-72

the burn option is equal to 4, the follow-

1s required by the SIN code.

llth Component Card

Format

E18.11 W.

E18.11 PPA

E18.11 PPB

E18.11 C-J DetonationValocity

12th COmslonent Card

1-18 E18.11
$?

19-36 E18.11
‘R

37-54 E18.11 C-J Particle Velocity

55-72 E18.11 Initial explosive interface

particle velocity to be u6ed

if explosive is not largest J

component. Otherwise is zero,

and the initial-finalpiston

velocity 16 used for the i.ni-

tiel explosive interfacepnr-

ticle velocity.

13th COmpOnent Card

1-18 E18.11 DCA

19-36 EI.8.11 IZB

37-54 E18.11 DDIV.ME

55-72 E18.11 DEX

lkth Component Card

1-18 E18.11 HDm

The gas or explosive cards become cards 15 through

19.

As they presently are coded in SIN, the HSSPRB

end Dremln-burn options are 6uitable for only a

certain type of problem. The shocks are a6sumed to

be plane and flat-topped. Additional experimental

and theoreticalstudies will be required before the

effect of reflected 6hocks or rerefactionaon the

decompositionof the exploai.vecan be included in

the model.
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